Foxview Stables
Nestled on 15 acres in Osgoode, Ottawa, Foxview Stables is owned and
operated by Marlene Armstrong and her daughters Jenna and Morgan
McKay. Foxview Stables offers boarding services, lessons and training
as well as equine massage therapy and Equus coaching! Both horse and
client needs are exceeded with sizeable paddocks and a spacious indoor
arena which makes Foxview the perfect place for horses to live and
clients to train. Manager and head trainer Jenna McKay has been riding
since she was 2 years old. Jenna trains professionally and competes on
the Trillium and A Circuit in both dressage and jumpers. She also trains and coaches clients and their horses
across the Ottawa region. Morgan trains with Jenna and competes in the jumpers in addition to attending the
Ontario Veterinary College.
Jenna and “Pri”

Jenna is passionate about learning the science and biomechanics behind
riding and horses. “I love watching horses and riders progress and the
challenge of fixing problems that come up along the way. Seeing the
horse understand and start to correctly execute the movement or exercise
is very rewarding.”
Jenna plans to show her current mount “Lex”, a 12 year-old Oldenburg/
Hanoverian gelding, in fourth level dressage or Prix St. Georges. She
also has two youngsters in training that are proving to be great jumper
prospects.

When it comes to nutrition, it is a priority for Jenna to ensure that
individual horses’ requirements are met. “One of the most important
things in feeding sport horses is being able to give them enough calories
yet keep their energy manageable. This is why we switched to Brooks in
the first place. My sister's jumper is very hot and extremely hard to keep weight on. We tried Fibre O Plus and
have never looked back. We switched all the horses to Brooks shortly after and are loving the results.”
Jenna’s future plans include competing in Grand Prix showjumping and Prix St. Georges as well as continuing
to grow her coaching and training business.
Morgan and “Cal”
Foxview has been dealing with Garry Thompson of GT Enterprises for
delivery of their feed. “Garry has been an exceptional supplier for us.
Delivery is always done in a timely fashion after an order is placed. The
service and his attention to detail is great.”
Thanks to Jenna and Foxview Stables for the kind words and for
demonstrating the quality of Brooks Feeds. Young dedicated riders like
Jenna and Morgan are why we continue to grow and provide the fuel for
championship performances.

www.brooksfeeds.com

